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Let us be perfectly clear: why anyone wishing to have his

work published should read this book?

Because this synthetic book makes it possible to know

all the specificities and the traps of publications in English

language (especially when the author is not a native

speaker) in order to avoid corrections on the form. Because

this handy guide provides advice on the presentation of a

scientific article as well as on oral communications and

posters which often have to be written at the same time.

Because the important sections of an article are detailed,

with examples of tips to follow and errors to be avoided.

Certain chapters are of more general interest such as:

Why should we publish papers? Common pitfalls in the

reporting of surgical results; when do you need a

statistician?

The other chapters are directly related to drafting, from

the abstract to the conclusion, while reviewing the choices

available to the authors, with the dos and don’ts of writing.

After having read but mostly used this guide, you will be

able to put in practice all you have learned from this book

when working on articles.
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